Kinetic study of seita-fitting.
We have already presented two studies of the traditional carrier frame, the seita. In our first study, we reported on seita users supporting loads not on the lumbar vertebrae but on the sacrum. In the second study, we showed that carrying a load on the sacrum was efficient in terms of metabolic rate, muscle activity, cadence and subjective responses. The purpose of this study was to verify the effect of carrying a load on the sacrum in terms of gait pattern. We compared the kinetic parameters produced while carrying a load on the sacrum (LOS) with those produced while carrying a load on the lumbar vertebrae (LOLV). Maximum propulsive force and medial impulse were significantly larger in LOS than in LOLV. These results suggested that a normal gait pattern was maintained more in LOS conditions than in LOLV conditions. This indicated that seita-fitting was efficient for carrying and transporting loads.